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IBM OS/390 ships with ADRDSSU, one of the Data
Facility/Data Set Services (DF/DSS). Although

the IBM manuals discuss the product’s modes of operation
(for example, logical vs. physical processing), they lack
practical examples.

Over the past few years, I have
created DF/DSS working examples
that dump, restore and perform the
copy-with-rename procedure on data
sets and groups of data sets. These
examples are heavily commented,
which makes it easy to take a JCL
example, copy it elsewhere and
change the name to what you desire.
This article will review these exam-
ples and provide some additional
explanation for the JCL comments.

These examples cover the DF/DSS
mode of operation called logical
mode processing. In logical mode
processing, DF/DSS will process
data sets (and groups of data sets)
vs. physical mode processing,
which processes track images. You
can use physical mode processing
primarily for taking full volume backups. You could
restore the entire volume or selected tracks but not at the
data set level.

For any DF/DSS operation, you can use the facility that
specifies PARM=’TYPRUN=NORUN’. This facility will only
syntax-check statements and provide a list of the data set(s)
processed. Make sure you first test any changes to DF/DSS
control statements using PARM=’TYPRUN=NORUN’.

BACKUP PROCESSING

The first DF/DSS operation I will examine is an example
of backup processing, as shown in Figure 1. It is always best
to have a good backup of data before doing anything else.

The DUMP DATASET(INCLUDE
statement indicates that you are inter-
ested in performing logical processing
for all data sets beginning with the
three names YOUR.DATA.SETS and
continuing for as many data set levels
(to the right) as possible. The OUT-
DDNAME(TAPE1) is my output tape
allocation.

The OPTIMIZE(4) parameter will
backup/restore a full cylinder of data
at a time. This is most efficient when
used with a large region size (32M).
The OPTIMIZE(4) parameter will
allow DF/DSS to dump one cylinder
at a time for best performance. If you
are working with VSAM data sets,
you need to specify the SPHERE
parameter so that DF/DSS dumps the
VSAM sphere record.

If you forget to use SPHERE, the VSAM components will
be restored but without the VSAM catalog entry (on non-
SMS volumes). If you do not specify SPHERE, you will
need to perform many IDCAMS DEFINE RECATALOG
operations to get back the VSAM cluster entries. This is too
much work for me, so I use SPHERE in all of the JCL. It is
always best to use the SPHERE keyword if the dataset is
non-VSAM.

Relocating Data Using
DF/DSS

The author demonstrates how to dump, restore and use the copy-with-rename procedure on
data sets and groups of data sets, and examines the JCL comments of the coding samples that

he has provided.
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I always use the ALLDATA(*) parameter
to ensure that DF/DSS backs up all space in
the data set and not just the data loaded.
Upon restore, data sets dumped with ALL-
DATA(*) will have their free space intact
(non-VSAM data sets only). I also specify
ALLEXCP, which backs up data even
though the last used block pointer is zero.

RESTORE PROCESSING

Figure 2 shows an example of restore
processing. If you deleted all of the data sets
and you had to recover all of them, you
would use the JCL in Figure 2. The
RESTORE DATASET(INCLUDE(**))
tells DF/DSS to restore all data sets
found on the backup tape to DASD. You
can specify a particular data set name
(YOUR.DATA.SETS.DSN1) to restore that
dataset. Otherwise, a masked name of
YOUR.DATA.SETS.D* would restore all
YOUR.DATA.SETS where the last level
begins with a “D” for a full level name (up
to eight characters). The CATALOG parame-
ter tells DF/DSS to catalog the data set once
it is restored. The SHARE parameter means
that you do not need exclusive control of the
files for backup. As always, run your job
using PARM=’TYPRUN=NORUN’ to syn-
tax check it before actually running the job.

COPY-WITH-RENAME

Figure 3 shows the JCL to perform a
copy-with-rename. This example shows
JCL that I run quite often. The COPY
DATASET(INCLUDE( parameter will
specify the dataset name or mask. The
RENAMEU parameter specifies an
unconditional rename of the original data
set name (or mask) followed by a comma
(,) and then the new data set name (or
mask). You may not add a dataset level.
Additionally, you cannot specify
RENAMEU((YOUR.DATA.SETS.**,YOUR.
OLD.DATA.SETS.**))! Instead, you can
specify a rename like the following:

RENAMEU((YOUR.DATA.SETS.**,YOUR.DATAOLD.S
ETS.**))

For DF/SMS environments use MGMT-
CLAS and STORCLAS parameters for data
set placement (unless your DF/SMS auto-
matic class selection routines will place the
data for you). Besides copy-with-rename,
you can also perform a restore-with-rename.
To perform a restore-with-rename, take the
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Use DF/DSS to restore data sets.

//JOBCARD JOB
//*
//***************************************************************//
//*                                                    *//
//*       USE DF/DSS TO RESTORE DATASET                  *//
//*                                                     *//
//*       NOTE: PARM OF ‘TYPRUN=NORUN’ WILL SYNTAX CHECK   *//
//*             DF/DSS PARAMETERS.                        *//
//*                                                 *//
//***************************************************************//
//*
//STEP1  EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU, PARM=’TYPRUN=NORUN’,
// REGION=8M
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//TAPE1   DD DSN=YOUR.DATA.SETS.TAPE.BACKUP,
// DISP=SHR
//SYSIN   DD *
RESTORE DATASET(INCLUDE(**)) -

INDDNAME(TAPE1)   -
CATALOG          -
TOL(ENQF)       -
SHARE

/*

FIGURE 2: DFRST 

Use DF/DSS to back up data sets.

//JOBCARD JOB
//*
//***************************************************************//
//*                                                    *//
//*       USE DF/DSS TO BACKUP DATA SETS.               *//
//*                                                    *//
//*       NOTE: PARM OF ‘TYPRUN=NORUN’ WILL SYNTAX CHECK *//
//*             DF/DSS PARAMETERS.                    *//
//*                                                 *//
//***************************************************************//
//*
//STEP1 EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU, PARM=’TYPRUN=NORUN’,   // REGION=8M
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//TAPE1  DD DSN=YOUR.DATA.SETS.TAPE.BACKUP,
//   UNIT=(3490,,DEFER),
//   LABEL=EXPDT=99000,
//   VOL=(,,,15),
//   DISP=(,CATLG,DELETE)
//SYSIN DD *
DUMP DATASET(INCLUDE(YOUR.DATA.SETS.**))     -

OUTDDNAME(TAPE1)                    -
OPTIMIZE(4)                          -
SPHERE                              -
ALLDATA(*)                           -
ALLEXCP                             -
SHARE

/*

FIGURE 1: DFDMP

Use DF/DSS to copy-with-rename.

//JOBCARD JOB
//*
//***************************************************************//
//*                                                    *//
//*       USE DF/DSS TO COPY DATASET AND RENAME IT.       *//
//*                                                   *//
//*       NOTE: PARM OF ‘TYPRUN=NORUN’ WILL SYNTAX CHECK   *//
//*             DF/DSS PARAMETERS.                      *//
//*                                                   *//
//***************************************************************//
//*
//DFDSS EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU, PARM=’TYPRUN=NORUN’,
// REGION=8M

Continued on next page.

FIGURE 3: DFRCPY
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restore job and change the COPY to a
RESTORE statement. Be sure to include an
OUTDDNAME for your tape allocation (I
use TAPE1).

Figure 4 shows a limited DF/DSS defrag
that will allow you to free up some space on
a volume. This job shows some of the
DF/DSS filtering keywords. The FSIZE
indicates the data set size. In Figure 4, you
want to only process data sets that are 1500
tracks or less in size. Using too large a
FSIZE will cause the DF/DSS DEFRAG to
run too long. Remember, DF/DSS
DEFRAG holds a RESERVE against the
DASD volume for the duration of pro-
cessing. This RESERVE will prevent other
systems from accessing any data sets on the
volume. Using a small FSIZE limits this
reserve time. Specifying MAXMOVE of
4500 tracks (in Figure 4) will inform
DF/DSS that you have freed 4500 contigu-
ous tracks and to stop the defragmentation
operation. This job will also issue a message
about the limited defrag being successful
if the return code is less than 4. If the
return code is 5 or higher, the system will
issue a message indicating the limited
defrag was unsuccessful.

Once FSIZE and MAXMOVE are prop-
erly tuned (this is a trial and error process),
the limited defragmentation job can be a
lifesaver. This is especially true during
month-end processing, which is a time of
high DASD volume data set fragmentation.
At Boise Cascade Office Products we run
limited defrags at month end.

I hope this article has given you some
solid tools to help you move data around
safely and effectively. 

NaSPA member Thomas J. Bryant is a Senior
Information Systems Engineer at Boise
Cascade Office Products in Itasca, Ill. Tom
has spent more than 20 years in MVS and
has been a frequent author on MVS diag-
nostics and a speaker at several past
NaSTEC conferences.
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//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//SYSIN  DD *
COPY DATASET(INCLUDE(YOUR.DATA.SETS.**))            -
RENAMEU((YOUR.DATA.SETS.**,                         -

HIS.DATA.SETS.**))                      -
CATALOG                                         -
MGMTCLAS(YOURMGMTCLASS)                         -
STORCLAS(YOURSTORCLASS)                           -
ALLDATA(*)                                     -
ALLEXCP                                     -
SHARE

/*

FIGURE 3: CONTINUED

Use DF/DSS to perform limited volume defrag. 

//JOBCARD JOB
//*
//***************************************************************//
//*                                                    *//
//*       USE DF/DSS to defrag a dasd volume (limited)     *//
//*                                                      *//
//*       NOTE: PARM OF ‘TYPRUN=NORUN’ WILL SYNTAX CHECK    *//
//*             DF/DSS PARAMETERS.                         *//
//*                                                       *//
//***************************************************************//
//*
//DEFRAG  EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU,REGION=8M PARM=’TYPRUN=NORUN’
//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*
//DASD1   DD DISP=OLD,UNIT=SYSALLDA,VOL=SER=QQQQQQ
//SYSIN   DD *

DEFRAG DDNAME(DASD1) BY(LIST((FSIZE,LE,1500))) MAXMOVE(4500,1)
IF LASTCC < 5 -

THEN WTO ‘LIMITED DEFRAG OF QQQQQQ COMPLETED SUCCESSFULLY’
ELSE WTO ‘LIMITED DEFRAG OF QQQQQQ WAS UNSUCCESSFUL’

/*

FIGURE 4: DFFLMT 


